
Introduction
SAS® provides many opportunities to add customized images to SAS 
ODS output.  This presentation will demonstrate:
adding custom backgrounds to tabular and graphic output; 
adding custom images to titles, footnotes, ODS text fields and tabular 
output; adding custom "fills" to SAS/GRAPH maps and graphs; and 
adding custom annotations to ODS GRAPHICS. 

The inspiration for this poster was one of the many samples provided 
by Robert Allison of SAS®.  A link to his website is in the paper.  In his 
samples I came across a SAS/GRAPH map produced with a custom, 
tiled image, clearly a photograph, in the background behind the map.  
Adapting the code that Robert provides with each of his samples 
yielded this fun, SAS-created map of France with a custom background 
of Pinky and the Brain images.

ACT I:  Modifying a Style Template
There’s no reason to reinvent the wheel when creating a style 
template.  SAS provides a number of style templates which can be 
used as the “parent” for a new style.

proc template;

     define style styles.usariem;

       parent=styles.minimal;

       replace graphbackground /

           background=colors('docbg')

           backgroundimage='rippleflag.jpg'

           ;

       end;

   run;

ACT II:  Images as Graph Backgrounds
SAS/GRAPH procedures that produce an image, such as GCHART and 
GMAP, allow the placement of custom images in the graph’s 
background area.

goptions reset=all xpixels=900 ypixels=750 

device=jpeg ftext="Arial/bo" cback=vpag border 

iback='canyon1.jpg' imagestyle=fit  htitle=2.75 

htext=1.3;

Title h=2 font=Arial bold italic 'Admissions by 

Zipcode - Southern Nevada';

PROC GMAP data=clark map=clark ;

   id zip;

   choro count_adm / coutline=black 

   annotate=labels_clark name="tryit";

run;

ACT III:  Images in the “Backplane”
Placing an image on a backplane, or “frame”, works with the GCHART, 
GPLOT, GRADAR, and GSLIDE procedures.  The syntax is to place the 
“iframe” option on the procedure that generates the graph.  “iframe” 
can refer to a fully qualified image name or a file reference (fileref.)  
The default is to tile the image to fit the backplane.  You must specify 
“imagestyle=fit” to stretch the image to fit in the backplane.

goptions reset=all hsize=5 vsize=4 transparency 

border;

ods html file='trylayout.htm' device=png ;

PROC GPLOT data=anal;

    plot v16_a*wt_lbs / iframe=aa 

imagestyle=fit;

run;

ACT IV:  Images as Patterns
Custom images can be placed on two-dimensional bars of graphs 
generated by PROC GCHART’s VBAR and HBAR statements.  They can 
also be placed on three-dimensional (3D) bar graphs if the device used 
is ACTIVEX or ACTXIMG.  Images are specified in the PATTERN 
statement using the IMAGE option.  

pattern1 v=s image='amerdogtickpair.jpg';

pattern2 v=s image='anibug.gif'; . . .

PROC GCHART data=a2; 

vbar year / maxis=axis1 raxis=axis2 discrete 

type=sum sumvar=value subgroup=value 

coutline='black' width=15 nolegend ascending 

space=5 frame iframe='lonestargroup4.jpg' 

imagestyle=tile;

run;

ACT V:  Images in In-Line Styles
Pre and Post images may be added to titles, table cells, footnotes, 
header cells, and ODS TEXT fields via ODS ESCAPECHAR or using 
formats.  
ods text='^S={preimage="cmsnew.jpg"}';

Data-driven sparklines can also be added in this way.  The sparkline 
images for this example were created using PROC SGPLOT and added 
to the report using PROC FORMAT and PROC REPORT.
proc report data=temp nowd;

   column fipsst ... image;

   define fipsst / group;

   define image / 'Trend' computed style(column)=[postimage=try2f. just=l 

cellwidth=1.25in ] format=blank.;

   /* Set the computed variable equal to the variable */

   /* value that matches the value in the try2f. format. */

   compute image ;

      image = fipsst;

   endcomp; 

ACT VI:  Annotated Images and GREPLAY
It is possible to annotate images onto SAS/GRAPH output.  New in SAS 
9.3, it is ALSO possible to annotate images in SG procedural output.

In example shown to the left, based on one of Robert Allison’s 
samples, a map and bar chart are created separately, and then the bar 
chart is overlaid on the map using PROC GREPLAY. 

Please see the accompanying paper in the proceedings for fuller code 
samples for these examples or request full code samples from the 
author.

ACT VII:  Special Fonts and What’s Next?
It is possible to use special font “glyphs” as markers, etc. in SAS/
GRAPH.  You are encouraged to consult the section on specifying fonts 
in SAS/GRAPH in the 9.3 documentation for more details. 

SAS has given a lot of control to the user in ODS GRAPHICS and the SG 
PROCs.  It is possible to output an editable graph with a SG 
PROCEDURE when running interactively.  The statement below placed 
above an SG procedure will place an editable image in the results 
window.  The image opens with the ODS graphics editor.

ods listing sge=on;

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Your comments and questions are valued and encouraged.  Contact 
the author at:  louise_hadden@abtassoc.com  

Conclusion:
SAS and ODS provide SAS programmers with many options to include custom images and logos behind the scenes in procedural output.   Among these options 
are custom style templates, custom graph backgrounds, custom graph backplanes, custom patterns on bar graphs, replaying graphic images, annotate and 
DSGI.  ODS output, including ODS GRAPHICS, can be greatly enhanced by the use of these options.
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